FUSIONLVT 10 Year Commercial Warranty
WHAT THIS WARRANTY COVERS
Proline Floors Pty Ltd will replace FUSIONLVT free of charge if wear out from normal foot traffic
occurs with in 10 years from the date of original purchase. Wear out means the removal of pattern
and colour from the FUSIONLVT vinyl flooring caused by the removal of the protective wear layer.
The warranty is only available to the original purchaser.

THIS WARANTY IS CONDITIONAL ON THE FOLLOWING:
1. FUSIONLVT has been installed professionally by an approved retailer or professional vinyl
installer in accordance with the instructions inside the FUSIONLVT cartons.
2. That FUSIONLVT is installed over a properly prepared subfloor in accordance with the instruction
provided in each carton.
3. The Floor has been regularly maintained using approved products and equipment ( see care and
maintenance guide).
4. That adequate dirt and moisture retention matting is installed at all entrances including but not
limited to, the tops and bottoms of escalators, and where there is a possibility of abrasive contamination being trafficked on to the floor.
5. That precautions have been made to prevent indentation by heavy objects and excessive scratching.

WHAT THIS WARRANTY DOES NOT COVER
1. Wear-out or damage due to incorrect installation or maintenance, unevenness or irregularities in
the subfloor.This includes any problems due to moisture in the subfloor and the use of harsh scouring
pads on buffing machines.
2. Damage caused by stains, spillages, burns, gouges,scratches, indentations, floods and any other
accidents or abuse as well as any reduction in the surface gloss due to normal wear and tear.

HOW TO CLAIM
In the unlikely event of any claim under this warranty please provide your original purchase receipt to
local dealer together with your full details. Your dealer will inspect
your floor and will organise a Proline Floors Pty Ltd representative to come and assist you with your
claim.
This warranty only covers FUSIONLVT flooring and does not warrant that FUSIONLVT is suitable to
be supplied and fit for a particular purpose or use. It is the responsiblity of the user or users agent to
satisfy themselves that FusionLVT flooring is suitable

